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POISON FOR YOUR STOMACH--LIES FOR YOUR MIND

The Condemnation at Industry and What It Means to You--A Letter From the Author of "The Jungle" to the People of Chicago.

What It Means to You

IT MEANS

Your minds with lies.

IT MEANS

That the commercial bandits of the Beef Trust are not contented with filling your stomachs with poison, they are also filling IT MEANS

your time, and your labor, the contents of your pocket-book; it means that they own your souls.

IT MEANS

That they dictate not merely what you shall eat, but also what you shall think.

IT MEANS

That they are able to dictate what you shall think of them.

IT MEANS

That you are prevented from even desiring to interfere with their crimes.

IT MEANS

That when a man who cares for nothing on God's earth but truth, spends two years of his life in making an exhaustive study of their methods, they are able to make you think of him as a scandal-monger--"half malicious and half insane," as one of them phrased it.

IT MEANS

That they are able to influence the officials of your public library to have his book declared "indecent" and unfit for circulation.

And concerning all this mass of information, charging and proving each crime against the public health, not one single newspaper in Chicago has said one word to say...
Buying Everything in Large Quantity

And for Spot Cash Enables Us
to Give Such Low Prices

5% Discount on Everything You Buy at this Store

Military Department
Lady's Black Turbans, worth $1.49
Lady's Large Hats, special price........ 25c
Lady's Cloche Hats, up-to-date, made of braided straw, trimmed with a
ribbon, special 90c to...

All kinds of mantil shapes, special for
25c each.

Large selection of flowers and foliage to select from, this sale 25c.

Lady's Dress Skirts--We are showing a complete stock in all the latest styles,
colors and material from $3.90...

$4.98

Silk Ribbon, one lot of fancy silk ribbons in choice patterns to select from, excra
wide, were 25c.

$1.48

$4.98

$5.00

$2.50 to

$59.98

$5.98

$5.98

A DISH OF PACKINGTOWN HASH.

By BERTHA WILKINS.

The Packingtown Workers.

The People Who Do the Work at the Packing
House Exploited to the Limit--Most Insanitary
Laws Will Not Improve Their Living Conditions
--Socialism Only Hope of the Workers.

By A. M. SIMONS.

Social Conditions of Packingtown.

The history of the rise and fall of a nation
is told in the history of the cities in
which it lives. The cities are the
national workshops of the people
and the first sign of the
national decline is the
decline of the cities.

In the history of the
United States, the
names of two cities
stand out in the
national annals.

Cities of the
People.

Packingtown, Illinois,
and the Packingtown
workers, are the
symbol of the rise
and fall of the
American
nation.
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The Chicago Socialist, June 16, 1906

The Chicago Socialist is published weekly by the Socialist Workers of the United States. The Chicago newspaper is a member of the Socialist Workers of America, an association of newspapers and periodicals which publish the International Socialist Review. The Socialist Workers of America is the national organization of the Socialist Labor Party of America, which is a member of the International Socialist Organization.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Two years, $3.00; one year, $1.50; six months, $0.75. Many subscriptions to foreign countries.

EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

The Socialist Workers of America, in accordance with the instructions of their National Convention, have ordered the Chicago Socialist to publish at least one editorial a week, and to devote, in the space of one article, the space of one editorial, to the discussion of the labor movement and the labor question.

THE CHICAGO SOCIALIST

Reader, it is not probable that the copy of the Chicago Socialist you now hold in your hand is the first you have ever seen of this paper. The Chicago Socialist is a weekly newspaper published by the Socialist Workers of America, an association of newspapers and periodicals which publish the International Socialist Review. The Socialist Workers of America is the national organization of the Socialist Labor Party of America, which is a member of the International Socialist Organization.

The Socialist Workers of America, in accordance with the instructions of their National Convention, have ordered the Chicago Socialist to publish at least one editorial a week, and to devote, in the space of one article, the space of one editorial, to the discussion of the labor movement and the labor question.

Organized Labor in Politics.

Labor Leaders Snubbed by Old Party Politicians. Less Than a Dozen Congressmen and Senators Pledge Themselves to Support the Eight-Hour Bill. Roll Call and File Looking Toward Socialism.

Organized labor is going into politics. This is the conclusion of the Chicago Federation of Labor. The Chicago Socialist has been informed by a reliable source that a large number of the congressmen and senators who have been associated with labor organizations from the beginning of their careers are now in politics.

What is Socialism?

This issue of the Socialist Workers of America, now being in press, is one of the most important that has ever been published. It is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways. The International Socialist Review is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways. The International Socialist Review is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways.

The International Socialist Review.

This issue of the Socialist Workers of America, now being in press, is one of the most important that has ever been published. It is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways. The International Socialist Review is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways.

This issue of the Socialist Workers of America, now being in press, is one of the most important that has ever been published. It is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways. The International Socialist Review is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways.

THIS LABEL IS THE ONLY GUARANTEE OF THE EXACT WEIGHT AND QUALITY OF THE CIGARS.

RUDOLPH HOLTHUSEN, MANUFACTURER

This issue of the Socialist Workers of America, now being in press, is one of the most important that has ever been published. It is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways. The International Socialist Review is a work of great importance, and it is a work of great value in a number of ways.

A Very Exceptional Suit for $10

Exceptional in every way. In style, fit and material. Made to hang generously from the shoulders, in the new length of coat—but not extreme. A fashionable fullness in the cut makes a very nobby appearance. The assortment is large—in Cheviots, Thibets, Serges, and fancy mixtures. The most attractive patterns shown this season. The choice is yours at the sharply reduced price of $10.

The Continental Clothing House

Corner Milwaukee and Ashland Aves.

OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS AND SUNDAY TILL NOON.